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 EDITOR’S NOTES 
April has rushed through, 

and whilst some colonies are 

just picking up the pace of 

egg-laying, others are 

already making swarm 

preparations.  Thanks to all of 

you who have contacted us 

to indicate that you are 

ready to collect swarms – 

and hopefully we 

will be able to fulfill 

the needs of those 

who want to (re)-

stock their apiaries.  

See last month’s 

newsletter for 

more details on 

how to get 

involved in swarm 

collection/receipt. 

On pages 3-5 of 

this newsletter 

you’ll see lots of 

information about 

our bee Safari on 

2nd May.  This takes quite a bit 

of coordination to make it go 

off smoothly, so please 

carefully read the article, and 

let us know if you can join us 

at one or more of the 

apiaries.  Thanks to the 

beekeepers who have 

opened up their apiary for an 

hour or two, to enable this fun 

event to happen.  

Thanks also go out to the 

37 members who took the 

time to fill out the survey at 

the beginning of April.  It’s 

good to see that our colonies 

have a reasonable survival 

rate, which means that you 

are doing a good job of 

preparing them for the winter.  

There’s quite a diversity of 

hive equipment to be found 

in our branch, 

which makes it 

interesting 

when we think 

about the hive 

patterns we 

should include 

in training 

apiaries.  The 

CBKA 

committee will 

consider the 

survey results in 

more detail at 

our next 

meeting, but if 

the graphs and comments 

trigger any more thoughts, 

please pass them onto us at 

cantbees@gmail.com 

Julian would like to judge 

interest in attending a BBKA 

basic training course – see p3 

for more details. 

I hope the weather is kind 

to us on Saturday! 

                             Adrian 
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DATES FOR DIARY 
 

 

2 May 

 

 

10 May 

 

11 May 

 

6 June 

 

7 June 

 

4 July 

 

19 July 

 

1 August 

 

5 September 

 

17-18 October 

 

Bee Safari – a travelling apiary meeting with Seasonal 

Bee Inspector, Michael Cooper (see article p3-p5) 

 

Yalding & District Honey Bee Fayre & Auction 

 

Committee meeting, The Old Gate Inn, Canterbury, 7pm 

 

Apiary meeting, Waldershare Park 

 

Meet the public: Brogdale Strawberry Festival 

 

Apiary meeting, tbc 

 

Meet the public: Brogdale Cherry Festival 

 

Apiary meeting, Stamford, near Folkestone 

 

Apiary meeting, Bekesbourne 

 

Meet the public: Brogdale Apple Festival 

.  
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BBKA BASIC ASSESSMENT 
It’s time to organise training for the Basic Assessment. 

For those of you who have been keeping bees for at least one or two years 

and are reasonably confident in handling a colony and ideally have made an 

attempt at swarm control now is the time to  take the BBKA Basic Assessment. This 

is an oral and practical assessment carried out by an assessor on behalf of the 

BBKA and held in a local apiary. I am an assessor myself but of course I'm not 

allowed to assess you.  

It confirms that you have reached an appropriate standard; a bit like passing the driving test. If you have done 

one of my courses you will have covered most of the knowledge needed for the assessment. 

To assist you we are going to run a few theory and practical sessions to cover the syllabus meeting each week 

on either the Mon, Tues Wed, or Thur, week beginning either the 4th or 11th May probably starting at 7pm. 

If you want to take part please email or text me and tell me which days you can and cannot do and I will pick 

the day that most can go on. julian100@btinternet.com  or text 0776 183 9119. However, you can prepare for this 

assessment yourself. Just download the application form and syllabus from the BBKA web site (here) which must 

then be signed by one of the committee, and send off with a fee.   Julian Audsley  

 

 

BEE SAFARI 
 

Our meeting on Saturday 2 May will be a safari - 

Michael Cooper, our local bee inspector, will tour 

around with CBKA to help with spring inspections.   

 

I’ve finalized the schedule with Michael and the 

apiary owners, and we have a safari that takes in Whitstable, Canterbury, Deal and Hythe.  It’s a branch meeting, 

so we hope that lots of you can join in, at various points in the day.  Just for planning purposes it will be very 

helpful if you can let us know which apiaries you are hoping to visit by emailing us at cantbees@gmail.com ideally 

before 9am on Saturday morning.  Bear in mind that the times are approximate, but we will do our best to stay on 

time!  For those of you close to Canterbury and Whitstable, the first three apiaries are in suburban settings, so car 

sharing would be a good way to go – perhaps you can organize this through the neighbourhood groups?  On the 

day itself, please text Adrian on 07816 975286, but if you have problems finding the apiary, then the best person to 

contact will be the apiary owner. 

Normal apiary hygiene rules apply – so please bring clean bee-suits, clean disposable gloves (no leather 

gloves), and wellington boots.  If you need to borrow PPE, please let us know ASAP, so we can try to get a spare 

suit in the right location! 

The schedule is on the next two pages.  This link gives an overview of the safari route. 

 

 

mailto:julian100@btinternet.com
http://www.bbka.org.uk/learn/examinations__assessments/basic_assessment
mailto:cantbees@gmail.com
https://www.google.co.uk/maps/dir/98+Northwood+Rd,+Whitstable+CT5+2HA,+UK/87+Chestfield+Rd,+Chestfield,+Whitstable+CT5+3JH,+UK/17+Stanmore+Ct,+Canterbury+CT1+3DS,+UK/51.276854,+1.029720/Sandfield+Farm,+108+Northwall+Rd,+Deal+CT14+6PP,+UK/School+Rd,+Hythe+CT21+4PP,+UK/The+Street,+Lympne,+Hythe/@51.248355,1.1735297,11z/am=t/data=!4m59!4m58!1m5!1m1!1s0x47d934a18f67d6e1:0x669e205adeab954e!2m2!1d1.0431522!2d51.3614331!1m5!1m1!1s0x47d934c629b95527:0x3f5d1fcdf0826d5f!2m2!1d1.0646509!2d51.3527798!1m5!1m1!1s0x47deca30c79dd9fd:0xee542ea232a289ca!2m2!1d1.092274!2d51.2729997!1m20!1m1!1s0x0:0x0!2m2!1d1.02972!2d51.276854!3m4!1m2!1d1.1852561!2d51.19382!3s0x47deb76d77015df9:0x700f2c3bf633e25a!3m4!1m2!1d1.3084848!2d51.1595334!3s0x47debab19ea69fc9:0x3a09819a70efbc43!3m4!1m2!1d1.3074487!2d51.2072666!3s0x47deb02e2de6783f:0x12b3c29b3bfe946b!1m5!1m1!1s0x47deaec122fbc17f:0x507f3b93209372a9!2m2!1d1.3946494!2d51.2308197!1m5!1m1!1s0x47dec0d9f37698a5:0x9f37e378d4fb2de!2m2!1d1.0798923!2d51.0793843!1m5!1m1!1s0x47dec3e11728e661:0x632b411fcfd98d10!
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Approx 

time 

Apiary 

owner 

Visit 

time  

Travel time 

to next 

apiary 

Address Town or 

Village 

Postcode  Please contact cantbees@gmail.com to indicate attendance, or text 

Adrian on 07816 975286.  Problems finding apiary – contact the owner! 

Access notes/restrictions 

1030 Norman 

Adams 

30 min 

(1 hive) 

10 min 98 

Northwood 

Road 

Whitstable CT5 2HA Apiary is slightly restrictive - 8 / 12 people.  Only one hive - started from 

swarm May 2014.  

The house ( 98 Northwood Road ) is on the corner of Fitzroy Road - 

entrance is in Fitzroy Road.  Parking available in Northwood/ Fitzroy/ St 

Anne's Road... Near the house. 

My mobile number is 07542 633028, house number 01227 275326. 

1110 Ernest 

Snow 

40 min 

(2 hives) 

30 min 87 Chestfield 

Road 

Chestfield, 

Whitstable 

CT5 3JH I have two occupied hives and I believe that I can accommodate up to 12 

people but 10 is a more conservative number. My house number is 87 

on Chestfield Road so there is no special driving instructions other than 

parking on the grass verge is possible in addition to getting about 4 cars 

on the drive. 

My contactable number is 07949 938873. 

1230 Madaleine 

and  

Stephen 

Zachry 

30 min 

(1 hive) 

15 min  17 Stanmore 

Court 

Canterbury CT1 3DS mob. 07504 520945      (use this one as I am always available by mobile) 

house phone 01227 764956 

Our House has a fairly big driveway and there is available parking. The 

only problem is that the bee hive itself is in an awkward space for a 

group but that may be fixable. 

1315 Jan 

Soetaert 

40 min 

(2 hives) 

45 min Bigburry 

Orchard on 

Bigbury Road  

Harbledown, 

Canterbury 

  

CT4  

(51.276854, 

1.029720) 

When you come from Canterbury, on the A2050 go left after the traffic 

lights. Take a right into Faulkners lane (at the school). Go over A2 and 

keep right into the hollow lane up the hill (sharp bends).  The apiary is in 

mailto:cantbees@gmail.com
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the second field on your left. An Iron gate and sign bigbury  orchard are 

a giveaway and across the road there is a field with goats (photo with 

goats on it). Hives are in the far right corner. There is parking for about 6 

cars if there is cattle. Otherwise the whole of canterbury can park in the 

field.   Phone 07849 603168   Google map link  

1445 Carl 

Smye 

60 min 

(5 hives) 

40 min Sandfield 

Farm, 

Northwall 

Road, 

Deal  

Deal CT14 6PP  Turn into Northwall Road and go right to the end where there is a level 

crossing, the road bears right between a bungalow and the farm house. 

Follow the signs for Crushintons. DO NOT GO OVER THE CROSSING ! 

 I have 5 colonies and there will be plenty of room for people and I can 

make tea etc.  Phone 0797 453 7697 

1630 Elisabeth 

van der 

Leij  

  

60 min 

(5 hives) 

10 min Archway 

House 

School Rd 

Hythe  CT21 4PP Should be ok for about 10 people I should say . 

The house can be a little difficult to find , in school rd go up the drive 

next to Beckley Cottage , Archway house is at the top of the drive , there 

is parking for 4 or 5 cars , maybe a few more . 

Alternatively you can park in Brockhill road , just after no 50 Brockhill rd 

there is a public footpath with a big conker tree and a bench ( on the 

bend ) , this is where the back gate to Archway house is , I will put a big 

sign on the gate .  My phone number is 01303 262831 

1730 Mick 

Jager 

30 min 

(1 hive) 

  Old Castle 

Stores, The 

Street, 

Lympne  

Lympne CT21 4LQ 

  

  

The Street, Lympne (down near the castle) 

The Street is adjacent to County Members pub.  After sharp left bend, 

three cottages with red doors, Mick is the last door.   

 My tel is 07867 804373 

 

 This link gives an overview of the safari route.

https://www.google.co.uk/maps/dir/Bigbury+Rd,+Harbledown,+Canterbury,+Kent+CT4/51.2769008,1.0296834/@51.2765689,1.0275949,353m/data=!3m2!1e3!4b1!4m8!4m7!1m5!1m1!1s0x47decc0c734df699:0x974abc5ba934380!2m2!1d1.0278788!2d51.2762121!1m0
https://www.google.co.uk/maps/dir/98+Northwood+Rd,+Whitstable+CT5+2HA,+UK/87+Chestfield+Rd,+Chestfield,+Whitstable+CT5+3JH,+UK/17+Stanmore+Ct,+Canterbury+CT1+3DS,+UK/51.276854,+1.029720/Sandfield+Farm,+108+Northwall+Rd,+Deal+CT14+6PP,+UK/School+Rd,+Hythe+CT21+4PP,+UK/The+Street,+Lympne,+Hythe/@51.248355,1.1735297,11z/am=t/data=!4m59!4m58!1m5!1m1!1s0x47d934a18f67d6e1:0x669e205adeab954e!2m2!1d1.0431522!2d51.3614331!1m5!1m1!1s0x47d934c629b95527:0x3f5d1fcdf0826d5f!2m2!1d1.0646509!2d51.3527798!1m5!1m1!1s0x47deca30c79dd9fd:0xee542ea232a289ca!2m2!1d1.092274!2d51.2729997!1m20!1m1!1s0x0:0x0!2m2!1d1.02972!2d51.276854!3m4!1m2!1d1.1852561!2d51.19382!3s0x47deb76d77015df9:0x700f2c3bf633e25a!3m4!1m2!1d1.3084848!2d51.1595334!3s0x47debab19ea69fc9:0x3a09819a70efbc43!3m4!1m2!1d1.3074487!2d51.2072666!3s0x47deb02e2de6783f:0x12b3c29b3bfe946b!1m5!1m1!1s0x47deaec122fbc17f:0x507f3b93209372a9!2m2!1d1.3946494!2d51.2308197!1m5!1m1!1s0x47dec0d9f37698a5:0x9f37e378d4fb2de!2m2!1d1.0798923!2d51.0793843!1m5!1m1!1s0x47dec3e11728e661:0x632b411fcfd98d10!
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SPRING SURVEY RESULTS 
Here are the data from the informal CBKA survey in April.  This is raw, and it will be interesting to hear what 

conclusions you draw from the numbers and comments!   Adrian 

Question 2: hive patterns and occupancy 
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Question 3: Honey yield and use 

 

Question 4: where do our queens come from? 
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Questions 5&6: The Health and Treatment of our Bees 
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Question 7: Any problems with queens? 
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Question 8: What would make us a better equipped Association? 

 

 

 

Question 9: Helping out at Brogdale, or in new teaching Apiary 
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Question 10: Helping each other with beekeeping 

 

 

General observations: 
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